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Posterior screw fixation in the subaxial cervical spine: a technique and literature review
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Abstract: Posterior cervical spine fixation is a key component in achieving spinal arthrodesis for treating various cervical spine pathologies including neoplastic, inflammatory, traumatic and degenerative diseases. Historically, various wiring techniques had played major roles in posterior cervical spine fixation. Today, posterior cervical screw fixation is utilized by most spine surgeons instead of wiring for its superior biomechanical strength. A review of lateral mass, pedicle, intralaminar and transfacet screw fixation techniques in the subaxial cervical spine is presented in a detailed fashion. A comparison among different posterior cervical subaxial fixation techniques is also included. Although the safety of freehand techniques was demonstrated in the majority of the existing studies, real-time navigation is becoming increasingly utilized for cervical screw insertion, especially for cervical pedicle screws, where the freehand technique is technically demanding and may carry a higher risk of neurovascular injury. Several different posterior screw fixation techniques exist for the subaxial cervical spine with generally low complication rate. Spine surgeons should be familiar with these techniques and choose the optimal technique based on each patient's individual anatomy and surgical needs.
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Introduction

Posterior cervical spine fixation is a key component in posterior cervical arthrodesis, which is commonly performed to treat various degenerative, neoplastic, inflammatory and traumatic conditions affecting the cervical spine (1,2). The cervical spine is highly mobile and is composed of seven vertebrae. The first and second cervical vertebrae, known as the atlas and axis respectively, have unique morphologies and anatomical features (1-3). The subaxial cervical spine from C3 to C7, has more similar anatomical characteristics.

Cervical vertebrae are much smaller than the thoracic and lumbar vertebrae and most cervical vertebrae can be clearly distinguished by the presence of transverse foramen which encloses the vertebral artery and vein (1). In the majority of the patients, the vertebral artery enters the transverse foramen at C6; however, some patients may have variants with the vertebral artery entering at either C5 or C7 (in less than 10% of the cases) (1). This is an important point to consider and check preoperatively when planning for posterior cervical instrumentation. Aberrant vascular anatomy may predispose the vertebral artery for iatrogenic injury (1). For this reason, careful review of pre-operative films and meticulous surgical planning are required to
Historically, posterior cervical fixation was based on wiring techniques, which improved fusion rates when compared with in situ fusion followed by cervical immobilization (1,2). These techniques required an intact posterior bony ring (such as the lamina, spinous process and facet joints, which may be compromised in some traumatic cases or in cervical decompressions), as well as were only able to restore posterior tension band without providing immediate stabilization (2). Wiring only offers stabilization for flexion, but does not immobilize the spine against extension, lateral bending or rotation forces, which may put the fixation at high risk for mechanical failure (1,2). Wiring techniques in the subaxial cervical spine were mainly based on interspinous wiring, such as those proposed by Rogers and Bohlman, since sublaminar techniques had a higher risk of neurological deterioration due to the small canal dimensions (2,4,5). Although wiring techniques are not commonly used today, they still have some role especially in children with very small spine dimensions were moderns’ screws could not be used, as well as in some salvage cases where screw fixation is not possible (1).

### Screw fixation techniques

The development of new techniques for cervical fixation improves fusion rates and offers immediate spinal stability, avoiding or minimizing the need of post-operative cervical orthosis or prolonged immobilization. Current posterior cervical spine fixation techniques are mainly based on a construct with screw fixation attached to rigid rods, which provides immediate stabilization and high fusion rates despite earlier mobilization. In this paper, we discuss the current status and the most commonly used techniques of posterior subaxial cervical spine screw fixation.

#### Lateral mass (LM) screw fixation

The LM is the bony structure between the inferior and superior facet joints, laterally to the lamina (between the lamina and the LM there is the medial facet line, a sulcus at the junction) (6). It is the most commonly used and is less technically demanding compared to other screw fixation techniques. Since its first description by Roy-Camille in the 1960s, many different variations of LM screw techniques had been proposed (1,2,7). As a general rule, the screws are angling laterally to decrease the risk of vertebral artery injury in the transverse foramen, and also aimed cranially to allow longer screws but not excessively long to avoid injuring the exiting nerve root. In Table 1 we described six different techniques of LM screw fixation according to the proposed surgical techniques (1,7-11).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Entry point</th>
<th>Lateral angulation</th>
<th>Sagittal angulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roy-Camille et al.</td>
<td>Center of the lateral mass</td>
<td>10° lateral</td>
<td>90° to the lateral mass surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazarian and Louis</td>
<td>At the intersection of a vertical line 5 mm medial to the lateral edge of the facet joint, and a horizontal line 3 mm below the inferior edge of the facet joint line above</td>
<td>Straight ahead, no lateral angulation</td>
<td>90° to the lateral mass surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magerl et al.</td>
<td>1 mm medial and 1 mm cranial to the center of the lateral mass</td>
<td>20–30° lateral</td>
<td>Parallel to the adjacent facet joints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson et al. (modified Magerl et al.)</td>
<td>1 mm medial to the center of the lateral mass</td>
<td>10° degrees from the sagittal plane</td>
<td>30–40° cephalad (also parallel to the facet joints)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An et al.</td>
<td>1 mm medial to the center of the lateral mass for C3–6</td>
<td>30° lateral</td>
<td>15° cephalad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riew technique</td>
<td>1 mm medial and 1 mm caudal to the center of the lateral mass</td>
<td>Aim toward the upper and outer corner of the lateral mass</td>
<td>Aim toward the upper and outer corner of the lateral mass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### General considerations about the techniques of LM fixation

Coe et al. performed a systematic review to evaluate the safety and efficacy of LM screw fixation (12). Comparative...
studies of LM vs. wiring techniques reported that the risk of complications was similar between both techniques (ranging from 0 to 7.1% vs. 0 to 6.3%, respectively). Complications evaluated in 18 case series reported nerve root injury in 1% [95% confidence interval (CI), 0.3% to 1.6% of patients], with no documented vertebral artery injury. Fusion rate was up to 97% in these cases and less than 1% of screw loosening was reported.

Hockel et al. performed a morphometric analysis of the LMs for optimal screw trajectory planning evaluating 55 patients who underwent LM screw fixation using a modified Magerl technique (13). Postoperative computed tomography (CT) were used to determine the LM anatomy, length of the screws, complication rates and bicortical screw percentages. The LM geometry was evaluated at different sagittal angulations (strict sagittal, 20°, 30°, ideal angulation) for the optimal screw trajectories at the C3–7 segments. They reported that, from 284 LM screws, the mean length was 16 mm and had 88% of bicortical purchase. Misplacement was observed in 3.8%. Interesting, LM thickness varied substantially in all cervical levels, within optimal angulation in sagittal plane increasing from C3 (14°) to C7 (38°). This increasing in angulation allows gains in screw length compared with strict sagittal plane insertion.

Nazarian technique is easily performed once the screw is inserted straight ahead to the LM (0° of lateral angulation) and perpendicular to the bone in the sagittal plane (9). However, longer screws may injury the vertebral artery (once there is no lateral angulation) (1). Riew technique is a freehand technique that is very easy to follow, with real intraoperative anatomic landmarks (lateral and sagittal angulation toward the upper and outer corner of the LM) (1). The only drawback of this technique is that the spinous process at C6 and C7, when prominent, may get in the way of achieving good lateral angulation (1).

**Anatomic studies of LM screws**

An anatomic study compared three different techniques (Magerl vs. Anderson vs. An technique) using 20 screws of 20 mm each (to over-penetrates the LMs on purpose), and evaluated the nerve violation rate in two specimens for each technique (14). Considering nerve violation, 95% of the screws reach the nerve using the Magerl technique, 90% using the Anderson technique and 60% using the An technique (P<0.05).

Henler et al. compared the Roy-Camille technique with the Magerl technique in 26 cadavers inserted by three spine surgeons (about 80–100 screws each) (15). An independent observer evaluated violation of nerve roots, facet joints, vertebral arteries and spinal cord. Pooled data analysis revealed that the Roy-Camille technique had less risk of nerve root injury (0.8% vs. 7.3%, P=0.02) compared with the Magerl technique, who had less risk of facet joint violation (2.4% vs. 22.5%).

Ebrahein et al. evaluated the mean safe LM screw lengths in two different techniques of fixation (Roy-Camille and Magerl) in cadaveric cervical specimens (16). Using 14 cervical spines, the LMs from C3 to C7 were drilled according to the techniques described by Roy-Camille in the right side and Magerl in the left side and the screw path length between the dorsal and ventral cortices were measured. Screw length decreases from C3 to C7 in both techniques (mean screw length from C3 was 15.7±1.7 to 11.3±0.8 mm at C7 in the Roy-Camille technique and the mean screw length in the Magerl technique was 15–16 mm, decreasing from C3 to C6 and with a mean value of 13.8 mm at C7. They proposed that a screw length of 14–15 mm is safe for Roy-Camille technique and 15–16 mm in the Magerl technique at C3 to C6, but shorter screws should be used at C7. A potential explanation for this is that C7 is a transitional vertebra, which the facet joint between C7 and T1 is similar to a thoracic facet joint, with small dimensions at the LM for proper screw insertion. Patients could not have acceptable C7 LM screw using any method. They concluded that this modified Roy-Camille technique using a higher starting point may be a better option for C7 LM screw fixation, avoiding placing the screw into the T1 facet joint.

**Pedicle screw fixation**

Pedicle screw fixation was first proposed in the lumbar spine, followed by the thoracic spine and, finally, Abumi et al. introduced pedicle screws at the subaxial cervical spine, which has superior pull-out strength when compared with LM screws but a potential higher risk of neurovascular injury (17). The technique proposed by Abumi is detailed in Table 2. In 2000, Abumi et al. reported that, from 1,024 cervical pedicle (CP) screws, there was 129 (12.60%) of lateral pedicle perforation and seven aborted pedicles (18).

Yoshihara et al. performed a systematic review comparing screw related complications of two different techniques: LM screws vs. CP screws in the subaxial spine (19). They evaluated clinical studies with surgical procedures of the subaxial cervical spine in which LM screws (ten studies)
or CP screws (12 studies) that reported complications rate related to screws insertion. CP screws had a slightly but statistically higher risk of vertebral artery injury (P=0.012), but LM screw had a higher rate of screw loosening (P=0.09). Studies with CP screws were generally outside North America and LM screws generally from North America, suggesting regional differences in the use of both techniques. Complication rates were low for both techniques and, although vertebral artery injuries were more common in CP, they were extremely rare, in which the authors justified its use in select cases. By this reason, they also suggested that surgeons should evaluate the specific patients’ anatomy and use the technique according on individual case requirements. Another important consideration regarding CP screws is that they are commonly used at C2 and C7 due to larger pedicle dimensions at these levels, as well as the absence of vertebral artery in the C7 transverse foramen for most patients.

Due to the risk of neurovascular injuries, Celikoglu et al. proposed a mini-laminotomy for improving the safety and accuracy of CP screws (20). They palpated the cortical bone of the medial pedicle wall with a mini-laminotomy and using a small curette. The hand drill was then guidance based on the proper trajectory and screws from 26 to 30 mm were used in 214 patients (a total of 1,024 CP screws). A total of 129 screws had lateral perforation (12.60%), which 101 (9.86%) were classified as grade I (less than 2 mm of the lateral pedicle) and 28 (2.73%) grade II (critical perforation of the pedicle wall by screw placement larger than 2 mm). There was a higher perforation rate at C3 (P<0.05) and no symptom or sign of neurovascular injuries in their series.

Image-assisted CP screws

To improve the safety profile of CP placement, stealth navigation and 3D image Guidance have been utilized by various authors (21-23). Theologis and Burch reported their retrospective experience with 121 CP screws inserted using O-Arm and Stealth Navigation (4 at C2, 20 at C3, 22 at C4, 23 at C5, 18 at C6 and 34 at C7) (21). More than 99% of the screws were properly placed without any neurovascular injury. One screw breaches the medial wall leading to C5 nerve root palsy was found in a postoperative CT scan and was subsequently removed followed by laminoforaminotomies at C4–6. They reported that O-Arm imaging with stealth navigation was a safe and effective method for CP screw fixation for complex cervical surgeries. Ishikawa et al. also reported that 3D Image (O-Arm) based navigation system facilitates the insertion of CP screws, with no severe misplacement or neurovascular complications in 108 CP screws insertion in 21 consecutive patients (22).

Takahata et al. reported the results of a case control study where they compared the accuracy and safety of intraoperative C-arm cone beam CT placement (166 pedicle screws) vs. freehand CP screws under lateral fluoroscopy (1,065 pedicle screws) (23). The intra-operative 3D imaging from C-arm was used with a pilot screw without navigation system—they performed a preoperative planning to create a screw path in each pedicle, excluding small pedicles (less than 3.5 mm) created an entry point in the LM. Intraoperatively, a guided screw was freehand placed and the first intraoperative CT was performed to assess direction of pilot hole. The proper direction was then verified, followed by definitive screw insertion and then a second CT scan was performed. After 166 CP screws insertion, they reported that overall malposition rate of 2.4% compared with 14.8% in lateral fluoroscopy guided freehand placement. They reported that intraoperative 3D C-arm guidance resulting in accurate and safe screws placement, despite an increased risk of radiation exposure compared with lateral fluoroscopy.

In Table 2, the technique of CP fixation proposed by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Entry point</th>
<th>Lateral angulation</th>
<th>Sagittal angulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abumi et al.</td>
<td>Starting slightly lateral to the center of the lateral mass and close to the inferior margin of the lower facet joint of the cranially adjacent vertebra</td>
<td>About 25° to 45° medially oriented</td>
<td>Parallel to the superior endplates for C5, C6 and C7 pedicles; slightly cephalad oriented for the C2, C3 and C4 pedicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free hand C7 Pedicle screw technique (Riew technique)</td>
<td>At the junction of C6–7 facet joints, just below the inferior facet articular process of C6 and slightly lateral (about 2 to 4 mm)</td>
<td>45° from the midline (angulation assessed using preoperative CT scan evaluation)</td>
<td>90° with the superior facet joint of C7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abumi et al. and the C7 pedicle screw fixation using the technique proposed by Riew are summarized (1,17).

**Subaxial intralaminar screw fixation**

Proposed in 2004 by Wright NM, C2 crossing laminar screws were used in atlantoaxial fixation, craniocervical junction cases and also for C2 incorporation in subaxial constructions (24).

The small dimensions of the lamina at C3 to C6 limited the adaptation of intralaminar screws in the subaxial cervical spine. Cho et al. evaluated the anatomy for inserting translaminal screws in the subaxial spine (25). A total of 18 cadaveric cervical spines were used and a 1-mm CT scan was obtained with 3D reconstructions. They simulated bilateral screw entry points and their trajectories. The first screw was selected to achieve the maximal bone purchase, whereas the second one was selected to achieve the best diameter possible without cortical breach (not necessarily the best purchase). Diameters of 3.5 and 3 mm were simulated and, using caliper measurement, the same portions were measured in 11 of 18 cadavers. They reported that for C3, only one specimen allowed two screws (3 mm each), whereas the remained permitted only one unilateral screw of 3.5 mm. For C4, 37% of the specimens permitted 2 screws (3.5/3 mm or 3/3 mm) and the rest only one screw. For C5, two screws (3.5/3.5 or lesser) were allowed in 58% of the cases. For C6, 89% of the specimen permitted two screws (3.5/3.5 or less) and for C7 all specimens allowed 2 screws. The average length of the screws was 26.14 mm for the first screw and 24.01 mm for two screws for CT and 22.58 mm (first screw) and 23.44 mm (second screw). The proposal entry point for the first screw was the distance of the diameter of desired screw superior to the inferior margin of lamina-spinous process junction and target toward the most superomedial corner of the LM, whereas for the second screw was the distance of the diameter of the desired screw below the superior margin of lamina-spinous process junction and target toward the superolateral corner of LM.

For C7, there are more studies addressing translaminal screws, potentially due to the wider and larger lamina dimension (26). It can be a savage technique for LM or pedicle screw fixation. The technique is performed without fluoroscopy, with the starting point about 4 mm at the caudal aspect of the spinolaminar junction directing the drill guide toward the opposite lamina checking cortical violation; the second hole is made in the rostral aspect of the spinolaminar junction on the other side, also directing the drill guide in the contralateral lamina (generally towards the inferior portion of the laminas, which are thicker than the superior one) (1,7,28). A biomechanical cadaveric study suggested that the pullout strength of a C7 translaminal screw was similar to the C7 pedicle screw (P=0.06) (29).

**Transfacet screw fixation**

Another option for subaxial screw fixation is the transfacet screw (30). Biomechanical studies support the use of transfacet screw, although clinical studies are sparse (30-34). In Table 3 we described some different proposal techniques of transfacet screw fixation we found in our literature review (30-34). The majority of the techniques proposal to entry in the midportion or inferior portion of the LM, directing the screw caudally with mild or no lateral angulation.

Muthukumar reported a narrative review of his own experience with transfacet screws (30). He proposed that the entry point should be 2 mm above the middle of the LM, curetting the facet joints before to facilitate fusion (packed with autologous bone graft). The drill guided is
used perpendicular to the facet joint. He did not advocate any lateral angulation. During drill guidance, surgeons should fell the four cortical surfaces of the facet joints. Generally, 3.5 mm diameter, 16 mm length screws were used (ranging from 14 to 18 mm). He did not suggested use this to C7, due to the transitional characteristic of the C7–T1 facet joints (only used for C3 to C6). Some important technical tips from the authors: (I) cervical lordosis should be restored prior to facet screws insertion; (II) it may be difficult to use this technique at the upper levels in obese patients; (III) osteoporotic patients are at higher risk of facet fractures, and (IV) fixed cervical kyphosis is an absolute contra-indication to this technique. Finally, no rod fixation is necessary to attach the screw head in this technique, since direct motion unit fixation is performed.

Illustrative cases

Case 1

Lateral (Figure 1A) and antero-posterior (Figure 1B) plain radiographs of a multilevel cervical degenerative myelopathic patient treated with posterior augmentation of anterior decompression & arthrodesis. Lateral mass screw fixation at C3, C4, C5, C6 and pedicle screws at T1 were performed (Figure 1).

Case 2

Figure 2 shows lateral (Figure 2A) and antero-posterior (Figure 2B) plain radiographs of a multilevel cervical degenerative myelopathic patient treated with posterior augmentation of anterior decompression & arthrodesis. LM screw fixation at C3, C4, C5, C6 LM screw fixation and T1 pedicle screws were performed (Figure 1).

This young boy had a congenital cervical kyphosis associated with a previous thoracolumbar deformity correction. Figure 2A,B show lateral preoperative cervical plain radiographs with a clear cervical kyphosis. Intraoperative fluoroscopy (Figure 2C) shows the anterior cervical approach (C23 and C34 discectomies, C5 corpectomy, C67 and C7T1 discectomies) and deformity reduction. Figure 2D shows post-operative lateral X-ray after the anterior cervical approach with loss of reduction. Figure 2E,F show anteroposterior and lateral final plain radiographs after posterior cervical approach with C2 pars screws, subaxial LM screws and dominoed on to the
thoracic instrumentation with good final alignment.

**Case 3**

A 40-years-old woman had a C6 left side fracture after a car accident. Midline sagittal CT scan did not show any dislocation (Figure 3A) and facet fracture had no significant gap between the bone fragments (Figure 3B). A trial of conservative treatment with a cervical brace was attempted. Once she persisted with severe cervical pain, a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was requested, with a new mild C67 spondylolisthesis and worsening of the fracture displacement (Figure 3C and D, respectively). We performed a C567 LM screw fixation at the right side and a C5 LM screw at the left side and a laminar screw at C7 was performed due to a broken LM of C7. Figure 3E shows intraoperative view of the posterior cervical construction. Figure 3F shows intraoperative lateral plain fluoroscopy showing the screws in the LM. Antero-posterior final X-ray (Figure 3G) and post-operative axial CT scan
reconstruction at C7 (Figure 3G) show the LM screw at C7 and the laminar screw on the left side fixed in the right C7 lamina (Figure 3).

Conclusions

Subaxial cervical spine screw fixation is an important component for achieving successful cervical arthrodesis. Spine surgeons should be familiar with various different techniques in order to optimize clinical outcome. Advantages and disadvantages of each technique, as well as surgeons’ experience and patients’ specific characteristics should guide the choice of the specific technique selected.
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